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Aeroflot is the largest air carrier of Russian Federation as per the number of people carried by them
per year. So by this we can imagine how great would be the number of traveler that get Aeroflot
Booking from and to Russia. Founded in the year 1923, Aeroflot boasts of being oldest airline of the
world apart from being the largest airline of Russia. With a strong network of 98 cities as
destinations in 48 countries Aeroflot is a brand name taken with respect as it survived being in one
of the toughest businesses. If history is regarded, Thai Airways is nowhere near Aeroflot but that
does not diminishes its shine it has created over the decades. Thai Airways Tickets can take you to
an unforgettable journey to any of the 72 destinations in and out of Bangkok, which is way higher
than Aeroflot.

Thai Airways International was born in 1960s but the Thai Airways that we know of as it stands was
born on 1988 being fully owned by Thai Government when earlier its 15% shares were held by SAS
(Scandinavian Airline System). It was intended to be a total international arm of the Thai Airways
that was a regional player by then. As it is renowned to fly some of the longest routes, one can
enjoy a low fare- high service air ride with Thai Airways tickets. Aeroflot on the other hand does not
claim anything like that apart from its history. It had to undergo a systematic modernization plan to
compete in the cutthroat competition that has become the signature identity of Aviation Industry so
that if one takes Aeroflot tickets he has nothing to regret.

Aeroflot is known to have made rule that were later followed or slightly modified by air service
providers and the people who later entered into this industry. Having the first movers advantage
Aeroflot always had a kind of influence over people. World War I & II might have changed many
things but this airline is still doing great when its history is regarded. Aeroflot booking hence become
more of a journey whereas Thai Airways has a strict business sense of focusing on innovative ways
to keep the cost of flying down serving more. Thai Airways tickets hence become more of a
requirement.

See and decide for yourself as to with which sense you would like to fly to your destination, via
Aeroflot booking or by buying Thai Airways tickets!
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